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This arTicle describes a method 
for shortening an avex or avdel type 
“pop” rivet for use in tight spaces. 
during the scratch building of my Zenair 
ch601-hds i encountered a few places 
where there was insufficient depth clear-
ance to insert the full length of the rivet. 
Those involved were all a4 rivets. The 
result was that the rivet heads did not 
roll over completely when pulled and 
sit tight against the sheet metal. The grip 
was just passable and the seated rivet 
head simply did not look good nor did 
it fill one with confidence. after internet 
searching and Zenith forum cruising the 
resulting method outlined here became 
a fitting solution.  Photos outline the 
procedure.

The offending rivets were all at the 
leading edge of the forward fuselage top 
skin where it overlaps and rivets to the 
fluted top flange of the firewall. all but 
7 rivets had seated properly, the “nasty” 

ones had gaps under the head from fin-
gernail thickness to about 0.5mm.  The 
complicating issue is that in the 601 hds, 
the top of the header fuel tank sits up 
against the firewall flange with only a 
strip of cork in between, when drilling 
out a rivet you do not want to drill too 
far!

The tools used for rivet removal are 
shown on the opposite page. Two drill 
bits were used, the first was a 3/32” bit 
and the final bit was 1/8”. a pair of blunt 
nosed pliers (not shown) were used to 
grip the rivet and a small hammer was 
used to lightly tap out the rivet stem 
(curved pliers shown incorporate a light 
hammer). Punches were used to knock 
down the rivet stem and tail after the 
rivet head was removed (figure 1). in 
addition , rivet trimming was done with 
a dremel tool and abrasive cut-off wheel.

The following photos illustrate the 
steps involved in drilling out the old 
rivet, shortening an avex a4 rivet and 
the result after the shortened rivet was 
set. The painted forward fuselage top 
skin was protected by placing masking 
tape over each rivet.

1)  a pilot hole was drilled down the 
rivet center with a 3/32” bit until the 
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steel stem was hit, this keeps the 1/8” 
drill bit centred. The 1/8” bit is used to 
remove the rivet head – no more drill-
ing after this since the header tank is 
just below! (figure 2 and 3, opposite page)

2) The final step in rivet removal 
was to punch out the stem and tail, 
this took a light tap. (figure 4, opposite)

3) rivet shortening started with 
knocking out the rivet stem  of a fresh 
rivet using rapid but light hammer 
taps. The rivet was lightly gripped 
in pliers that rested on a vise, this 
arrangement gives the stem some-
where to drop (figure 5 and 6).

4) a dremel tool and an abrasive 
cutting wheel were used to trim about 
1/3 of the rivet off while the rivet 
flange is snugly gripped in a vise. The 
stem is then tapped back into the rivet 
while it straddles a gap in the jaws of 
the vise -keep stem bulb end up! (fig-
ures 7,8). 

5)  The piece of tape indicates the 
shortened rivet after setting (figure 
9). Next are the two rivets in the fore-
ground – repeat the process (figure 10) 
while having lots of fun.  happy rivet-
ing to all!

I encountered a few 
places where there 
was insufficient 
depth clearance to 
insert the full length 
of the rivet. 
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Fig.8a - the shortened rivet



recreational aircraft association of 
canada, chapter 85
Monthly Membership Meeting 7:30 pm
Tuesday, June 7th, 2022

hybrid Meeting 
1: roundhouse in person
2: Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6845419367
Meeting id: 684 541 9367
Or phone  778 907 2071 and use pass code 
684 541 9367

Minutes
convened 7:33PM
New members and visitors: welcome 
and introductions
First guest/new member – carl hinz, 
a retired ac 787 pilot who plans to join 
chapter 85
second guest/new member - haraled 
leukefeld, who was on the mainte-
nance side of air canada for all of his 
working life

Program
“What it takes to certify a general avia-
tion airplane (apart from a brave heart 
and a deep pocket)” eric leaver
eric leaver, who joined chapter 85 last 
year, is a Faa designated engineering 
representative in the disciplines of struc-
tures and Flight analysis. he formed the 
engineering department of cub crafters 
in Washington state. he was involved in 
the certification of the Xcub.
introduced by Kesar Nizzar

Business Meeting
Minutes of last meeting on May 3rd, 2022
Motion to approve: cyril henderson
seconded:  Peter sleeman
carried

2022 Membership Dues
Type: annual Nat’l annual Non-Nat’l
individual. $45 $60
Family $60 $90
associate $20 -

Membership fees can be sent by e-transfer 
to our Membership chair, ran sariel (ran.
sariel@gmail.com) or paid to ran at our 
Membership Meeting

National members belong to the recre-
ational aircraft association of canada 
(https://www.raa.ca/) 

1 year $59.99, 3 years 161.96 (a 10% dis-
count), life 676.55, 1 year family 74.68
Mail dues to: ......The recreational aircraft 
association canada
22 - 4881 Fountain st North, breslau On. 
N0b 1M0
Phone 519-648-3030  
or email:raa@raa.ca

There will be an ‘official’ Fly -in on June 
25th 

Pancake breakfast
bbQ lunch 
Planning meeting(s) to be held

RAA Chapter 85 baseball caps
John Macready presented two hat 
designs
Plan is to purchase both types, raac 
and raa 85 (hats were not visible on 
screen)
can choose the colour of hat; red, white, 
or blue
cost will be about $20

RAAC Event Insurance
Members have provided their mailing 
addresses as required
executive members are all members of 
raa National
raa 85 approved and has raac event 
insurance through raac

Committee Reports
Treasurer:  ...................... sebastien seykora

Presented spreadsheet showing
current bank balance
Forecasted income to end of year
estimated bank balance at end of year
cruzer year to date income and expenses
confirmed that there will be no awards 
banquet this year (2022)
approaching, but not yet meeting, the 
“specified comfortable bank balance”

Vice President:   ................... Peter sleeman
Nothing to report
Membership:   ..........................ran sariel
Not present
45 current, 11 National, 8 flying members

Aircraft Manager:  ...........harald schiedel
cruzer annual inspection started on sat-
urday
still in progress

Aircraft Chief Pilot:  .... sebastien seykora
cruzer currently down for the annual 
inspection
Need more members to help out with the 
annual

Hangar / Workshop:   ......... John de Visser  
everything looks fine

Perry still in workshop
John stewart in for late July

Custodian:   ............................. clif dawson 
Nothing to report

DAPCOM News:   .................dave hallier
Not present
Presented by John Macready
Fiver Year capital Plan approved by 
Metro Vancouver

Newsletter:   ......................George Gregory
Not present; next issue will be out mid-
summer.

Programs:   ....William bird/ Kesar Nizzar 
bill
discussion of summer activities/meet-
ings. July meeting – alex to send out a 
survey re: attendance to determine if a 
meeting will happen

Announcements:
2022 annual awards banquet: Postpone 
to spring 2023
2022 annual dhaP clean-Up day: June 
11th, 2022
John Macready - all members and ten-
ants should volunteer

2022 Annual Fly-In: June 25th, 2022.
Fly-in  committee to meet this Thursday 
night, need volunteers to step up as team 
leaders and other volunteers

2022 Show and Shine: september 6th 2022

RAA Chapter 85 Pancake Breakfast: 
during the Fly-in, saturday, 08:00 June 
25th, 2022
supply Purchaser (sat.or earlier)

Peter sleeman:
Open up and start coffee:

Gerard van djik:
cashier and Ticket issuer:

alex Mackay
dishwasher:

Olivier Villebrun, Jim stunden
Wait staff::

connie stunden, Karl cantner
Pancake Flipper:

eric Munzer
eggs and bacon: bruce Prior

Omelettes: /
cleanup: all

Volunteers meet at 8am, have breakfast 
and get ready for doors to open at 9am, 
the breakfast concludes at 11am followe by 
cleanup.

Motion to adjourn:
by bob lalonde, seconded: John Mac-

ready. Time: 9:34PM.:



widebody Smith Supercub. 130 hours total. Meticulously built to professional standards. Amphib ready, 
31 inch Alaskan Bushwheels, TK-1 Monster Shocks, 3 inch HD extended gear, safety cables, Cleveland double puck 
brakes, extended flaps and ailerons. Extended range fuel (68 gal.) VGs. Squared tips. Engine: Aerosport Lycoming 
O-360 c2a, Thrust line engine mount, Lightspeed Engineering solid state ignition and convent. Mag. Oil sump heater, 
Lt. weight. starter and battery. Ceramic coated tuned exhaust. Prop: McCauley 8243. Avionics: Dynon Skyview Touch 
prepped for auto pilot. Garmin radio and transponder. PS Engineering intercom, 496 ELT. • Contact Ole Hansen , Owner 
- located Quesnel, BC V2j 7A8 Canada •  Email  hansenv@quesnelbc.com 
Telephone: 250 316 0153 • 778 465 5050

aPril aNd MaY OF This Year was a 
carrying on weather-wise much like the 
first three months of 2022. The Vancouver 
area continued to have extended periods 
of overcast or rain which made VFr flying 
a challenge. With planning for any flights 
not aided by weather forecasts sometimes 
at variance from what would occur. an af-
ternoon which was forecast to be showery 
would suddenly turn out to be sunny or the 
reverse with a forecast of possible good fly-
ing becoming an actual period of low cloud 
and precipitation. The result being that the 
raa cruzer use continued to suffer during 
april and May as it was difficult to reliably 
plan ahead if intending to take it flying.

last year’s annual inspection needed 
to occur after the aircraft painting and as 
that project had extended into april 2021, 
this years annual due date became the start 
of June. Performing this years annual at 
the later date was also partially a response 
to the raa maintenance hangar being 
booked for another project. This meant that 
the  cruzer inspection work would all oc-
cur in the regular unheated hangar space. 
The warmer and better(?) weather of June 
would make the annual work easier to per-
form.

inspection work began on June 3 and 
continued over the next two weeks. Unlike 
the previous two years, cOVid-19 distanc-
ing requirements were no longer officially 
in force so groups of chapter members 
were able work as teams to complete the in-
spection. at least half of the current chapter 
membership directly contributed labour or 
opinion to aid in the completion. 

With so many people involved, it’s 
challenging to list everyone who partici-
pated but specific members to name in-

clude aircraft manager harald s who was 
a constant presence either performing work 
or co-ordinating the work of others. The 
flaperons had had custom length shims 
installed at the attachment points to the 
wings to assure that the mounting bolts ro-
tated properly and weren’t subject to wear. 
it was determined that the additional paint 
thickness (from the 2021 painting of the air-
craft) had altered the bolt/shim fit. Perry 
d led a team which demounted the flaper-
ons and then cut new shims as required to 
correct for the effects of the painting. eric 
M oversaw the riveting and fitting of new 
brake pads. Marcus s painted the under 
fuselage bracing which he had fitted below 
the brake pedal areas (bracing to prevent 
fuselage skin flexing when the pedals were 
pushed). sebastien s aided in the engine in-
spection and bore scoping of the cylinders. 
an aMe (Terry Peterson) was brought in 
(assisted by Tim s) to inspect and check the 
timing of the magnetos and clean the plugs. 
it does need to be said that a number of the 
newer chapter members were active partic-
ipants and contributed their expertise and 
especially were valuable for bringing fresh 
eyes when noticing details of the aircrafts 

assembly and construction.
The dhaP cleanup day was on June 

11 which fell at the mid point of the cru-
zer inspection work.  some of those present 
for the clean up were also able to view and 
comment on the inspection work.

all the inspection work was completed 
by June 21 and the first post annual flight 
was made on June 22. The flight revealed 
no serious issues requiring further rectifica-
tion. 

The chapter’s annual fly-in at dhaP 
was held three days later on saturday, June 
25. cOVid restrictions had caused the can-
cellation of the 2020 and 2021 fly-in so a 
gathering at the air park was much antici-
pated and welcomed. The weather on the 
day of the fly-in turned out to beautifully 
warm, sunny, and clear and a stream of vis-
iting aircraft arrived to attend. The cruzer 
was able to take its place among the row of 
chapter members’ amateur built aircraft on 
display. and it’s hoped that blue skies of 
that day indicates that the poor weather of 
the previous months is now ended.  better 
weather should allow chapter members to 
make much more use of the cruzer as we 
enter the summer period.

Cruzer Report 
April-June
Bill Bird

Some various shots of the Cruzer’s Annual inspection. Lower right: not the Cruzer, but Perry Delano’s Rotax powered 701. Looking good, Perry!



Our april meeting was doubly 
special - our first ever hybrid Zoom/
roundhouse meeting and our first meet-
ing in the roundhouse since March 2020. 
attendance was large: about 20 people in 
the Zoom session and well over 20 people 
in person- that includes almost all of our 
members. Our own bill bird taught us 
how to set up video recording for our 
airplane flights. recording videos during 
flight is very useful during flight testing, 
for self- instructional purposes, for general 
flight review, for personal pleasure or to 
share with others. bill brought his own 
equipment and advised us about what to 
purchase, how to mount camera’s on the 
airplane, how to record audio from the 
intercom and how to edit and store video 
recordings. bill’s talk was timely for me- i 
purchased a GoPro camera and a Nflight-
cam mount for my own airplane a few 
days later. 

in May, our second hybrid meeting, 
also very well attended, featured a presen-
tation by carl rueck, an electrical wizard, 
who designed the ultimate electrical 
system for one of our members home-
built aircraft. Greg booker has a beautiful 
Zenith 750 (similar to our cruzer) with an 

advanced fuel injected engine and a ‘glass’ 
panel. The electrical system in Greg’s 750 
as designed, assembled and commissioned 
by carl is at the leading edge of the state 
of the art for homebuilt aircraft electrical 
systems.

Our June meeting presentation was 
by eric leaver. he spoke about: “What it 
takes to certify a general aviation airplane 
(apart from a brave heart and a deep 
pocket)” We are fortunate to have eric in 
our chapter. he directed the certification 
process for the Xcub for cubcrafters in 
Washington state. eric lead us through 
many of the intricacies of flight testing and 
load testing for a certification of an air-
plane in the Us using his experience with 
the Xcub as an example. This topic is a 
perfect fit with the educational mission of 
our chapter and it was very well received. 
it’s a big subject- we only got about ½ way 
through – we will have a second presenta-
tion by eric to complete the talk. 

it’s been a productive spring for the 
chapter. The cruzer has gone through 
it’s annual; bill bird has reported on this. 
We had a very successful annual air 
Park cleanup day on June 11th. and on 
June 25th we had our first annual delta 

heritage air Park Fly in since 2019. 100 
Pancake breakfasts and well over 100 bbQ 
lunches were sold. 28 aircraft flew in to the 
event. highlights were the beech stagger-
wing from langley and the ‘bullet’ super 
bushmaster from chilliwack. The cleanup 
and the Fly in required an enormous 
amount of volunteer effort. it was very 
satisfying to see almost all of our chapter 
members pitching in! 

A Request to Contributors:
When submitting material for the Turn and Bank, 
please don’t add formatting (tabs, bullets, little 
symbol thingies). These little gems need to be 
manually removed before putting them into the 
Turn and Bank, adding mega extra work to the 
job. Just hit the return button at the end of each 
paragraph, and that’s it. Anything more confuses 
my software and needs to be taken out.  
Also, make pictures submitted as big as possible. 
This give me more design options. Thanks!

A new training video for the Zenith 750 Cruzer 
has been posted to the RAA Chapter YouTube 
channel. This video shows an in-cockpit view of 
Sebastien demonstrating and commenting on 
procedures from pre-engine start through to a 
completed takeoff from Delta Air Park. It includes 
check list use, using the Dynon Skyview engine 

monitor to perform the mag checks during run 
up, and how the aircraft performs at takeoff. The 
procedures may be useful review for anyone 
flying the Cruzer or for anyone simply interested 
in seeing the aircraft in operation. There are also 
three additional short videos which are extracts 
from the original longer video. These shorter videos 
are to allow focus on those particular portions of 
the demonstration for those wishing to review just 
those procedures. To view, see these links: 
RAA Zenith Cruzer procedures from pre-start 
through to takeoff as demonstrated by Sebastien:   
https://youtu.be/dp18mvGfBs4
Shorter videos extracted from the longer video:

-Demonstration of Cruzer procedures from 
pre-start to taxi:    https://youtu.be/FkxgTc-X_eo

-Run up including the Skyview engine monitor 

being used for the mag check:   https://youtu.be/
qtCnBBsA1ZI
-Cruzer take off demo:   https://youtu.
be/8p2jOve6PIA

Volunteer for chapter activities: we can always 
use people to help with upcoming chapter events 
like the Pancake breakfast (Covid notwithstanding). 
If you want to help out, contact any member of the 
executive. Their contact numbers are on the club 
website.

The Turn and bank is a Publication of chapter 
85 of the recreational aircraft association of 
canada. We are located at delta heritage air 
Park 4103 104 st, delta, bc V4K 3N3. 
any suggestions, pictures or newlsetter 
contributions can be emailed to George 
Gregory at gregdesign@telus.net.

News and Stuff

President’s Report /Alex Mackay 


